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For Immediate Release
28 Canadian Authors featured in New Release
(Edmonton, Alberta – July 28, 2015) InScribe Christian Writers’ Fellowship (ICWF) is
pleased to announce the release of 7 Essential Habits of Christian Writers. This
anthology deals with seven key areas for Christian writers: Time with God, Healthy
Living, Time Management, Honing Writing Skills, Crafting a Masterpiece, Submitting,
and Marketing. The contributing writers, who come from all walks of life and write in
various genres for a range of audiences, are all members of ICWF. Through fiction,
poetry, and non-fiction such as devotionals, essays, and articles, they generously share
their own discoveries, success stories, and hard-won lessons to encourage and support
other Christian writers.
Phil Callaway, best-selling author and host of Laugh Again Radio says, “I love seven
things about this book: It is practical. It is affordable. It is encouraging. It is worth
highlighting, underlining and dog-earing. Plus it made me forget about my toothache.”
He continues his endorsement, “Whether you’re a newbie or a veteran writer, you’ll
discover 7 Essential Habits of Christian Writers to be jammed with instantly actionable
advice that will make you a better writer. Dig in.”
Author Janet Sketchley, who hails from Nova Scotia, says, “Most books on writing focus
on the essentials of craft and/or marketing. We need that information, but we need so
much more. I’m pleased to be included in an anthology that considers the Christian
writer’s physical, emotional and spiritual health as well as the importance of excellent
word-wrangling.”
The e-book is available on Kindle and the paperback version will be released in
September during the ICWF Fall Conference in Edmonton, Alberta. ICWF exists to
stimulate, encourage and support Christians who write anywhere across Canada, to
advance effective Christian writing, and to promote the influence of all Christians who
write. ICWF members can be found in every province in Canada and range from
beginning to experienced writers. Eighty-five percent of members are published.
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